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Clifton E. Clark III considers himself one of the original occupants of today’s digital divide.   His first 
exposure to technology was in his urban high school in Houston, Texas which had been gifted a grant from 
Apple.  It was at this time he truly found the first understanding of “man vs. machine”.   Since that time 
he has stood steadfast in the continuing pursuit of keeping up with today’s emerging technologies.   

 

After continuing his journey of education at Southern University, Baton Rouge, majoring in music and a 
minor in Computer Science, he spent several years trying to find a niche in the music industry as a 
percussionist.   After realizing touring on the road was a bit more challenging than perceived, he reverted 
back to his 2nd passion which was technology.  In 1997 he formed Computer Decisions which had its 
humble start with basic home and small business p.c. support.  Over the years, the passion to master his 
craft inspired him to start studying ahead.  He quickly realized that technology was evolving at such a rapid 
pace, the solutions being considered today, would be relatively outdated by tomorrow.   

 

Clifton E. Clark III has elevated Computer Decisions to heights well beyond his original imagination.  
Computer Decisions performs on both the national and international services stages.  They have 
successfully delivered enterprise class technology solutions to 9 countries across 4 continents.   With a 
focus on business systems & ecosys development, strategy & services, enterprise and cloud architecture, 
corporate acquisitions and divesture IT plans, Computer Decisions has emerged as a premiere global 
technology solution provider.    

 

Clifton E. Clark III has spent many years overcoming some of the industry’s most difficult technology 
challenges, and being a contributor to over 20 billion dollars in global IT projects.  Today Clifton is 
transitioning his focus into advocacy, continuing education in technology, and assisting midmarket SBE’s 
with their technology understanding.   

 

Activities: 

• Houston Community College – Technology Curriculum Advisory Board 
• Founder & CEO – Closing The Digital Divide 

 


